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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: A Build task
Trigger a build
You have a Java code provisioned by the Azure DevOps demo
generator. You will use WhiteSource Bolt extension to check the
vulnerable components present in this code.
* Go to Builds section under Pipelines tab, select the build
definition WhiteSourceBolt and click on Queue to trigger a
build.
* To view the build in progress status, click on ellipsis and
select View build results.
Box 2: WhiteSource Bolt
WhiteSource is the leader in continuous open source software
security and compliance management.
WhiteSource integrates into your build process, irrespective of
your programming languages, build tools, or development
environments. It works automatically, continuously, and
silently in the background, checking the security, licensing,
and quality of your open source components against WhiteSource
constantly-updated denitive database of open source
repositories.
References:
https://www.azuredevopslabs.com/labs/vstsextend/whitesource/

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Network Administrator needs a new networking device can
perform NAT to connect several devices on a computer network.
What is the most appropriate device for this requirement?
A. Switch
B. Hub
C. Router
D. Bridges

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which routing protocol is supported on the Palo Alto Networks
platform?
A. RIPv1
B. ISIS
C. RSTP
D. BGP
Answer: D
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